Holly Technologies Inc. Slow System Repair policies and information.
Start up programs
Start up program are programs that start when your system is booted up and run in the
back ground. They are installed with many software packages and you may not even
know they exist. Some of the programs are suppose to decrease the amount of time it
takes to launch a program or give you a utility on your desktop. However, you may never
even use the program. Many of these programs hog resources, slow your system down
and can increase boot time.
If you are missing programs some time seen in the system tray (lower right hand corner)
they were removed because they were deemed unnecessary for system operation and
causing system slow down.
Holly Technologies Inc. tries to remove only programs that hog system resources and
slow your system. If you need any of these programs reactivated please contact Holly
Technologies Inc. at the below number or bring your system back for reactivation.

Tool Bar Removal
Tool Bars are wonderful things when they are used and setup properly. They allow you to
do many things quicker, add short cuts and interesting tools. In many cases however, too
many tool bars can interfere with internet operations and cause slow down of your web
browser.
Slow down and system compatibility issues happens when several tool bars are installed
from separate vendors. If these tool bars have the same tools like pop up blockers or
spam filters they can interfere with each other when running at the same time.
When Holly Technologies Inc. evaluates a system for a slow down one thing that is
removed, if needed, are tool bars. If you are missing tool bars they were removed due to
system or web browsing slow down and or interfering with other programs. If you want
to reinstall any tool bar do so with caution and install only the tool bar you want to use.
Again installing multiple tool bars can cause severe system problems.
If you have any questions about this document please feel free to contact Holly
Technologies Inc.
Contact:
www.hollytechnologies.com
support@hollytechnologies.com
(802) 598-9693
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